9.

The Preacher

/
Principle:
Sagittarius, Jupiter

Theme:
The priest, the missionary, the inner therapist, faith, insight and
the philosophical view on the World.

Clarifying notes
Jupiter is the person within us who performs great spiritual work and who is concerned with the coherence between the
different worlds and within the soul, in order to understand it in this way through the inner mirroring.
Her task began on the day that man no longer trusted the Gods. Since then, she has been building a bridge between
Myth and Logic and between the Gods and the world. Her task is to restore the original connection with the spiritual
"roots" and the memory of humanity of the lost paradise. An eternal fire burns in the heart of this person with the
eternal question: "Who am I?" During the long searches in time she uses many spiritual aids, many religions and
philosophies, but the grail she will not find on this path.
Her assignment is to pave the way there, to understand her and to ask questions. Not to misuse answers as a resting
point (for the Ego) and thus end the walking trip.
But this point is often a pitfall. A person is only too happy to believe he is in possession of the truth and to force his
religion to others so that he gradually loses his questions and gives more and more arrogant answers that lead him
further away from his duties as a therapist and a priest. If he could look into his own inner self, he would see that this
search never ends. But if he finds answers and advice to others, he easily forgets that all knowledge is only an
intermediate step towards the truth.
A therapist can also serve as an obstetrician and counselor, but never as the person who leases the truth of his patients.
He helps you to start your search and to remember your things, and ultimately helps himself to give shape to his own
meaning. However, acknowledging this mechanism seems to be a major problem. He would rather see himself as a guru
and teacher for others than as someone who sees his own spiritual power in light of his own problems. He prefers to
polish his Ego in arrogant professions based on religious and esoteric high gloss format than to delve into the meaning
of his own existence. In this way he quickly finds himself in the sweltering heights of the Mount of Olives, from where
he proclaims God's truth, which he soon sees as his own truth and with which he regards himself as the right hand of
heaven.
He will continue to preach with raised hands until the power of destiny strikes and paralyzes his arms, causing them to
fall tired to finally unite them again to prayer (about and for his own salvation).
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Explanation on the card
The priest practicing his profession is surrounded by insignia of different religions. He symbolizes the original "soul
caretaker" who, having both arms raised, has the message from heaven to convey to believers.
His mission is to connect the higher with the earthly in a neutral way, but as one sees on the card, his Ego often takes a
walk with him (Sagittarius is a fire sign) and loses himself in arrogant gestures.

The meaning in a 3-card reading
A.
(as the only or first card): THIS IS THE SUBJECT
What is your understanding and memory of your own spiritual history right now? You assume that you can impress
others with your opinion and knowledge while your own soul remains unfertilized because you seek meaning outside
yourself and sow your seed on foreign soil without being asked.
B.
(as a second card): HOW TO DEAL WITH IT
This card tells you that you have to go back in your memory. Look for your inner therapists (who in that case needs
someone outside to serve as a mirror) and return to your steps before everything else. Solutions for your problems can
be found in the past; in your own history. So again: go back in your memory!
C.
(as the last card): WHERE IT LEADS
You will continue to develop. You will become more open and tolerant because you are willing to make the effort to
understand your own soul history. Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory, will reward you at the end of your journey:
insight is the richness of the soul.

Effect in the horoscope

(-100%= negative expression, 0%= neutral, +100% = positive expression)
Jupiter in Aries (or in first house)
Jupiter in Taurus (or in second house)
Jupiter in Gemini (or in third house)
Jupiter in Cancer (or in fourth house)
Jupiter in Leo (or in fifth house)
Jupiter in Virgo (or in sixth house)
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Jupiter in Libra (or in seventh house)
Jupiter in Scorpio (or in eighth house)
Jupiter in Sagittarius (or in nineth house)
Jupiter in Capricorn (or tenth house)
Jupiter in Aquarius (or eleventh house)
Jupiter in Pisces (or twelfth house)
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